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PEC Papers and Panels
Greetings From the Chair
By Donald Sullivan

The next annual meeting of the AAG will be held in Chicago,
IL April 21-25, 2015. We hope to have a full slate of PECsponsored sessions at the meeting. Anyone interested in
proposing a paper, illustrated poster or panel session should
contact me (dsulliva@du.edu) or Secretary/Treasurer Maria
Caffrey (maria.caffrey@colorado.edu) in the next couple of
weeks. November 5, 2014 is the deadline for submitting
abstracts and proposing organized sessions for the April
meeting. We welcome sessions that might be co-sponsored
with other specialty groups. If you are considering organizing
a session that will be sponsored by another specialty group that
might also be relevant for PEC members, please consider cosponsoring with us. The AAG has announced that there will
be a day-long Symposium on Physical Geography:
Environmental Reconstruction -- A Nexus of Biogeography,
Climatology and Geomorphology during the annual meeting
on April 23, and will feature two invited paper sessions focused
on environmental reconstruction. According to the
announcement, “the goal is to facilitate and enhance dialog
among physical geographers on emerging developments,
challenges, and approaches related to environmental
reconstruction and physical geography more generally”. This
symposium should be of particular interest to PEC members.
I want to thank Philip Li, Anna Klimaszewski-Patterson, and

Chair, Donald Sullivan
University of Denver

Maria Caffrey for their efforts in getting the new PEC website
up and running. The site looks great! You can find the
website at aagpec.com. Finally, be sure to look through this
newsletter for information about upcoming events and
meetings. I want to encourage you all to participate in the
Chicago AAG meeting, and I look forward to seeing you there.

!
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Introducing the New PEC Website
www.AAGPEC.com
By Maria Caﬀrey

After many months of development we are pleased
to announce that the new paleoenvironmental
change specialty group website is now live. The
website was developed by our website team Anna
Klimaszewski-Patterson (University of Nevada,
Reno), Yingkui Li (University of Tennessee), and
Maria Caffrey (University of Colorado).

!

The new website includes information about the
proxies used in paleoenvironment research along
with information about the events, awards, and
other activities our group pursues. It also includes an
archive of our newsletters, so you will never miss an
issue!

!

Many thanks to Jim Speer (Indiana State
University), Yingkui Li, Anna KlimaszewskiPatterson, Shirley Ngai (Western University),
and Donald Sullivan (University of Denver) for
contributing photographs. We would also like to
thank Megan Walsh (Central Washington
University) for her website development
recommendations and Sally Horn (University of
Tennessee) for reviewing the content.

!

Of course the aim of our website is to accurately
reflect the latest research activities of our members,
so if you have anything to contribute please don’t
hesitate to leave a comment on our page or contact
our webmaster directly using the email address
below.
The Front Page of
the New PEC
Website

!

Do you have something you have a comment or would like to add to the PEC website?
Contact our webmaster Anna Klimaszewski-Patterson (eradani@gmail.com) to contribute.
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PACLIM 2015

AAG 2015

PACLIM 2015

Upcoming Events
2015 Meetings
For the latest information about upcoming events please check
the PEC website at www.aagpec.com/events.html

The meeting is held at the Asilomar Conference Grounds in
Pacific Grove, Ca. The grounds and facilities provide a
beautiful setting for participants to meet, exchange ideas and
PACLIM 2015, MARCH 8-11 2015, PACIFIC GROVE, CA collaborate on all issues of Pacific Climate Change. Please
Please join over 100 climate change scientists for four days of
note the Housing Registration is sent directly to Asilomar.
stimulating oral and poster presentations on all aspects of
For more information about the meeting, including registration
climate variability across the eastern Pacific Ocean and western forms, please go to paclim.org.
North America. The upcoming work workshop will be centered
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN GEOGRAPHERS
on the theme of “Droughts: Reconstructing the past,
ANNUAL MEETING, APRIL 21-22 2015, CHICAGO, IL
monitoring the present, modeling the future.”
This year the annual AAG meeting will be held at Hyatt
The meeting begins Sunday evening March 8th and ends at
Regency Hotel in downtown Chicago (151 East Wacker Drive,
noon on Wednesday March 11th. Early Bird Registration
Chicago, IL). The deadline for abstracts is November 4, 2014.
($150): December 10th 2014. Regular Registration ($175):
Information about PEC organized sessions will be released via
February 9th 2015.
email. Please go to the meeting website for further information
http://www.aag.org/cs/annualmeeting/about_the_meeting

!

!
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Members in the News
Glen MacDonald Given the John Muir
Endowed Chair in Geography
By Maria Caﬀrey

UCLA professor Glen MacDonald was recently named as the
inaugural recipient of the John Muir endowed chair. In addition to
his outstanding record for research and teaching, MacDonald’s
appoint is in part due to his extensive work with the UCLA
Institute of the Environment and Sustainability where he has
served as a director for five years. The appointment will allow
MacDonald to continue John Muir’s legacy by looking at our
impact on our environment, particularly the impact of climate
change in the Sierra Nevada and surrounding region. He is also
planning on organizing a biennial symposium celebrating the work
of John Muir entitled “A Century Beyond Muir.”
This position is funded by Hollis Lenderking, a 1971 UCLA
graduate. A video of an interview with Glen explaining a little
more on this appointment can be found at: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=GMG_ezDh1Qc

Glen
MacDonald
University of
California, Los
Angeles

Hot Off the Press
Recent Publications
Our members have been very active publishing the latest paleoenvironmental research. If you have an article you would like
featured in the Spring issue of the PEC newsletter please contact Maria Caffrey at maria.caffrey@colorado.edu.

!
!

Steadman DW, Albury NA, Maillis P, Mead JI, Slapcinsky JD, Krysko KL, Singleton HM, Franklin J. 2014. Late
Holocene faunal and landscape change in the Bahamas. The Holocene 24: 220-223.
This paper reports on an intriguing fossil deposit discovered on Abaco Island in the northern Bahamas in 2009. The fossils are
embedded in a layer of peat – organic soil – that is buried under beach sand and is only exposed a few days a year, during
extremely low tides. Finds range from remains of an extinct large tortoise (Albury’s tortoise) to the extirpated Cuban crocodile (no
longer found anywhere except a small region of Cuba), to small fragments of plants and mollusks. Radiocarbon dating shows the
peat and its fossils to be 900-950 years old -- which coincides with the first arrival of people on Abaco. The charcoal-rich
sediments suggest that the peat was deposited very quickly when these agricultural people first colonized the island and began to
clear land for their crops by burning. Of the 17 identified species of amphibians, reptiles, birds, and mammals the researchers
found, only 10 still live on Abaco – a major change in the animal life on the island. Unhealed bite marks on the inside of the thick
carapaces of the green turtle show that they were scavenged by Cuban crocodiles after being butchered by humans. See: https://
geoplan.asu.edu/news-and-events/news/what-ecosystem-greeted-first-human-settlers-northern-caribbean

!
!

Steadman, D. W. and Franklin, J., in press, Changes in a West Indian bird community since the late Pleistocene,
Journal of Biogeography doi:10.1111/jbi.12418
Fossil evidence suggests two main times of late Quaternary avian extirpation and extinction in the Bahamas. The first was during
the Pleistocene–Holocene transition (PHT; 15–9 ka) and was fueled by climate change and associated changes in sea level and
island area. The second took place during the late Holocene (<4 ka, perhaps primarily <1 ka) and can be attributed to human
impact. Although some species lost during the PHT are currently found where climates are cooler and drier than in the Bahamas
today, a taxonomically and ecologically diverse set of species persisted through that major climate change but did not survive the
past millennium of human presence.

!

Research for both papers was funded by the National Science Foundation (grant BCS-1118369 to DWS, and BCS-1118340 to JF)
with additional support from The Bahamas National Trust, AMMC, and Abaco Friends of the Environment.
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Technology News
Microphotography with a Phone and Skylight
Adaptor
By Sally P. Horn

The skylight smartphone-microscope camera adapter is a
lightweight, low-tech device for attaching a phone to the
eyepiece of a microscope or dissecting scope (http://
www.skylightscope.com/; $75 plus $5 shipping). These
adapters can enhance teaching by giving students the power to
capture and share their own images. I purchased a set for our
advanced physical geography teaching lab and students have
found them easy to use. I expect the adapters to also be useful
in outreach; in fact I was inspired to purchase them by a Girl
Scout who held her phone to a dissecting scope eyepiece to
capture macrofossil images. The skylight adapter is an
improvement over holding a phone by hand as it is steadier and
groups of students can work together to select fields of view to
capture and to compose images (e.g., upper right photo of

graduate students Ryan Roney, Joy Buongiorno, and Paul
Lemieux III). The pollen images above were captured by
undergraduate students in their first use of the device. A bit of
practice and some adjustments to the microscope could
improve image quality. From left to right the images show: 1)
field of view with oak and pine pollen from a class exercise; 2)
grain of Zea mays subsp. mays (maize) in a surface pollen sample
from a modern corn field in Costa Rica; and 3) pine pollen
reference sample. Pollen photos were taken by Kenna
Rewcastle; Jacob Watkins, and John Urbano; other photos by
Sally Horn. Note: The iPhone 6 and 6+ do not fit in the
current model of the skylight but a new version is in
development.
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Above: James Benes taking the core with assistance from undergraduate
assistant Paul Bodalski
Above right: Benes with the core from Fairy Lake, MT
Right: Benes hard at work in the lab
Bottom right: Benes and Bodalski preparing a raft for coring

Parting
Pictures...
Notes From
the Field
By James Benes

I am working with Dr. Cathy Whitlock in
the Paleoecology Lab at Montana State
University in Bozeman. My thesis project
is the paleoecological reconstruction of
the Bridger Range, a mountain range just
northeast of Bozeman, sometimes called,
"Bozeman's backyard". I am analyzing
the fossil pollen and charcoal in lake
sediment core taken from Fairy Lake
within the Bridger Range. I retrieved the
core last July, and have been working on
processing my samples, taking classes, and
doing some teaching as part of a teaching
assistantship.
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